NORTH SLUFTERS - PART 2

(One of a series of Papers on the Progress of the Works - August to October 2014)

Location: The photomap compiled from Google maps at the end of this paper ( Annex A ) covers the whole
section from the Forest Track (with new Vented Causeway) down to the main road at the bottom of North
Slufters Inclosure. The photos in this paper cover the lower half of that section.
This includes an area of established broadleaf trees with a typical New Forest broad, pebble bedded stream
- an important site for sea trout and other fish which migrate up the stream. Moving upstream, it becomes
a small, narrow channel which is explored in more detail in another Paper (Part 4).




What did the stream look like before the Works ?
What was delivered ?
Was this necessary for the management of the site ?

Illustrated by Comparative photos - Before and after the Works

BEFORE THE WORKS

AFTER THE WORKS

1. Close to bottom of Site, looking downstream.
Typical forest stream with small pebbles and
vegetation on a solid bed....

2. Same location - stream filled in up to top of
bank. New meander off to left. Infill - poorly
compacted hoggin and clay which sink into when
walking over.

3. East-west side view of stream

4. Same view after infill - new meander in
background

Before Works

After Works

5. Looking downstream , a few yards further
upstream

6. New meander (on left) in close proximity to
large trees .

7. New meander as above - weaving through trees - is
this natural , or good for the trees ? Root severed ?

8. Meanders just do not do this........ !

9.

10. Before - natural wide, variable width stream
heading straight downstream

11. After - loose hoggin and clay infill with new
bank (right) to deflect water into meander to left.

12. Before - Looking upstream during rain

13. After - stream infilled

14. Before - photo from inside stream looking
upstream

15. After - bank on left disappeared

16. The natural pebbles and firm stream bed

17. Changed to a mud and clay "goo" ?

18. This had been a firm pebbled stream bed

19. Now - a loose sediment that looks like wet cement.

20. Before - Looking upstream emerging from the
broadleaf trees - aquatic life unaware if what was to
come ?

21. Where is the stream now ? Off on the right and
then across to the left in the distance.

22. Just other side of tree in photo 20. Out into the
open ground, looking upstream

23. Stream and Habitat gone - "meander " crossing
foreground where clay plugs inserted.

24. Side drain slightly further upstream

25. Now brought into use as a straight stream with old
stream on right - land reformed to make new stream
lower than original stream .

27. Same location as photo 26 after stream infilled 26. Stream to be infilled with hoggin and clay

contents lost.

.
28. Looking upstream - a natural stream flowing
through the narrow valley. Not a deep drain or
heavily "modified" -

29. The route is the same - so why the need for
alterations to the bed at this point - including adding
clay ?

30. The "new" clay residue in foreground

31. The clay in the stream bed above - visible
everywhere.

32. The close-up above.

33. The "old"

34. Is this the "new" healthy stream ?

Questions ?








Filling in a typical, well established Forest brook (photos 1, 12, 14) which is notable for its seasonal
sea trout is unjustified ?
How long will the mature broadleaf trees survive with meanders suddenly snaking through them ?
How can this be considered an improvement in the feature conditions of this reach ?
Meanders have been constructed of a uniform excavator bucket wide throughout. Where is this
recreating "remnant" meanders into natural features ?
Imported Clay residue is everywhere. Stream beds are unstable. What sediment transport , and
impact downstream is likely under wetter seasonal conditions ?
What are the success criteria for this reach ?
????
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Annex A
Compilation image of Lower section of Works - "Original Stream " (red), "New" meanders (black)

